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Approach

We are living in an increasingly platformized society where digital infrastructures have the capacity to organize frameworks of action, aesthetics and ethics for thousands of millions of individuals. Within a framework of ostensible freedom, platforms, acting like discursive machines, regulate the social practices and representations on the basis of a deep and opaque structure, which continues to operate even when discourses of contestation are generated. This monograph seeks to address the practices engaged by the youth in digital platforms, paying particular attention to the construction of gender identities. Most young people use the Internet, and digital environments, mainly motivated by their desire to consume audiovisual contents, stay in touch with friends and acquaintances and make plans or share practices. Platforms provide the frameworks where their sociability and their identity scripts are constructed. The impact of social networks on gender socialization is undeniable, but we do not yet know how it occurs and what social and educational effects these configurations may have. Although we are seeing today that some of these gaps are being reduced, there still remain infinite ways of exerting and manifesting power in terms of gender identities, which encompass systemic or counter-systemic approaches and explicit and implicit forms.
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Questions

- What role do digital platforms play in the construction of gender identity in adolescents?
- What are the practices that express gender-related identity manifestations in digital environments?
- Which are the influences of the different sociocultural, economic, social/family contexts and affinity spaces in adolescents’ media practices?
- Which are the explicit and implicit ways of exerting and manifesting gender power, whether it is from systemic or counter-systemic positions, in digital platforms?
- What is shown and what is hidden in the practices engaged by the young in digital platforms?
- How do the young learn to participate and what type of participation is encouraged in digital platforms?
- What place do LGBTTIQI+ movements and gender, homophobia or transphobia activisms have in the social networks and how do they influence gender identity construction in adolescence?
- What are the social and educational effects of the construction of gender identity in digital platforms?
- What are the additional demands that are placed upon educational institutions because of problems such as sexting, grooming, online replication of stereotypes, misogynistic, homophobic attacks etc., most of which are reflected in the different digital platforms the young use?
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